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Abstract

Background: The rise of managed behavioral health care in the United States was accompanied by reductions in costs, which has shifted the policy debate from concerns about rising costs to questions of universal access, mental health benefits at parity with medical benefits and quality of care. To meet these new challenges, managed care organizations, the purchasers of health care and academic services researchers must work together in new ways.

Aims of the Study: This paper discusses collaborative efforts between a for-profit managed care firm, academia and purchasers of health care coverage to study parity for mental health and substance abuse and how this effort has become part of a research strategy to inform policy. Historical, strategic and methodological issues are presented.

Methods: Case Study.

Results: Although the benefits from cooperative research are substantial, there are severe hurdles. Managed care organizations often have data that could answer pressing policy questions, yet these data are rarely used by researchers because it is difficult to obtain access and because analyzing the data requires computing facilities and skills that are not common in health services research. In turn, managed care organizations can learn how to design and implement more informative data systems that eventually lead to more cost-effective care, but there are often more immediately pressing business considerations and sometimes resistance to outside scrutiny. Important features that made this cooperation successful include strong support from the senior management in the company, including complete access to their extensive databases, and established funding for a managed care research center by the National Institute of Mental Health.

Conclusion: This paper illustrates the potential of collaborative research. New research challenges, such as the linkages between quality and cost-effectiveness in actual practice settings, can only be met successfully if we build alliances among payors, managed care companies and academic researchers. Copyright © 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Behavioral health delivery systems in the US have changed dramatically with the growth of managed care, and especially
One example is the continuing stream of studies contrasting ‘prepaid managed’ with unmanaged ‘fee-for-service’ care, which is approaching extinction. Meanwhile, major databases remain untapped and important policy questions go unanswered; this directly affects the US healthcare system because uncertainty reduces the possibility of effective policies and regulation. This lesson was relearned during the 1996 Congressional debates on mental health ‘parity’ (covering mental health care at the same level as medical care). Because no new research was available, the influential cost estimates of parity by the Congressional Research Service (CRS) did not incorporate sufficient distinctions between managed care or fee-for-service care and relied on a 10 year old NIMH report for mental health practice patterns. By not considering trends in the health care market such as the growth of carve-out managed care, or new treatment patterns such as the substitution of outpatient alternatives for inpatient care, these numbers dramatically overestimated the cost consequences of mental health parity, and contributed to a weakened bill.

This article discusses several examples of collaborative efforts that address the policy and research issues of the 1990s and illustrates the potential of building bridges between the new managed care industry and research communities. The studies grew out of a partnership established in 1996 between the RAND/UCLA Research Center on Managed Care for Psychiatric Disorders, funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, and United Behavioral Health (formally USBH), as well as work done with the Oregon Health Science Center, Duke University Medical Center, and the Harvard Medical School Department of Health Care Policy.

Collaboration between Managed Care Organizations and Academic Research Centres

In the past, sources of data about health care delivery were limited to claims files of insurance companies or government payers; more clinical information had to be collected on a case by case basis from individual clinicians, clinics or hospitals. Now, managed care organizations are the major repository of information about health care delivery, but this source of data has yet to be investigated more widely and there are hurdles on both sides.

On the research side, there is a limited tradition in health services science of analyzing administrative data, in contrast to other scientific fields, such as economics. This is reflected in existing funding mechanisms, especially by the National Institutes of Health, which emphasize randomized trials and new primary data collections, rather than secondary data analyses. This is based on the conviction that randomized experimental designs, which provide control groups, are inherently superior. This traditional clinical research paradigm is often advocated for social policy evaluations as well, but the advantages of an experimental design are offset by a similar number of disadvantages in such cases. Alternative designs and secondary data studies can be dramatically faster, less expensive and capture a wider range of more typical settings, which are not only fundamental for policy questions, but also for clinical effectiveness studies.

As soon as one ventures beyond descriptive statistics, however, the weaker non-experimental design of secondary data analyses requires stronger analytic methods to assure the internal validity of a study (which is threatened if differences in the dependent variable are caused by something other than differences in the explanatory variables). Because of the limitations of these approaches, they have not as yet been widely accepted in health research. This poses a second hurdle for managed care research to exploit existing databases. For example, one standard method in economics, the use of instrumental variables, has only recently become an acceptable method for scientific investigation in the medical or mental health fields. Acceptable, however, does not automatically imply feasible and it is often difficult or may not be possible to find adequate instrumental variables.

A third hurdle on the research side is limited experience with complex management information systems. The common database structure in academic studies consists of a single short (but wide) file, with a few hundred observations, and sometimes as many variables. This type of data structure is easily understood and can be managed and analyzed even on a personal computer. In contrast, management information systems in managed care companies are typically relational databases with many files that refer to different units of observation (such as employees, dependents, claims, authorizations, providers, services, etc), each of which can have millions of records. In addition, most large managed care organizations have grown by mergers and acquisitions and therefore, operate several unintegrated data systems.

There are complicating factors on the managed care industry side as well. Information system departments are unfamiliar with research needs and may be unable to identify or extract appropriate data. The pressures of day-to-day operations and the lower priority of research projects also hold up progress, unless there are strong directives from high level management. Data systems developed to support operations rather than research may lack key variables, historical records or a logical consistency between data elements. While claim data are relatively standard, the quality and quantity of clinical data varies greatly, with carve-out companies generally being more clinically data dependent than HMOs. One surprising, but major obstacle, is the fragmentation of databases in many organizations grown by mergers and acquisitions (which includes every one of the large carve-out companies in the United States).

A related dilemma stemming from the rapid growth of MBHOS is the continual evolution of data systems resulting in records with quantitative and qualitative different data elements and sometimes the archiving of historical data which becomes difficult to access. Given a surprising lack of documentation in many companies that have been purchased and the accompanying high turnover rates in that industry, several organizations have experienced a ‘forgetting curve’ that makes it difficult to retrace the steps that led to the original data system design and to communicate it to...
Managed Care and Parity

While these hurdles may be daunting, the payoffs from overcoming them are substantial. Within two years after initial contacts, the collaboration between UBH and the UCLA/RAND Managed Care Center has led to over a dozen publications and working papers, which were presented at conferences and legislative hearings in several states and in the NIMH reports to the Congress. One reason for the success of this collaborative relationship was that we initially focused on a narrow research agenda that was important from research, business and policy perspectives, but which also could be addressed quickly through rapid data transfer to RAND. The research agenda is much broader now, including clinical outcomes, but it initially focused on the economics of mental health parity and the related question of the effect of managed carve-out care on access. This was important at that time as more than 30 states were considering mental health legislation and the regulations to implement the Federal Mental Health Parity Act (which took effect January 1998) had yet to be determined, but there had been no publications of the actual experience of implementing parity benefits (or at least dramatically expanded benefits) under managed care or its effects on access to care, utilization and costs. In the first year of the partnership, four joint papers were published, which directly addressed this issue and are described below.

Sturm and McCulloch analyzed mental health and substance abuse benefits of employer-sponsored plans and found that almost all plans were inconsistent with recent legislation. The restructuring required by the Mental Health Parity Act provided a unique opportunity because plans often were inconsistent and unnecessarily complex. This pattern was a legacy of past attempts by employers to use benefit design only to contain costs and control adverse selection and moral hazard in an unmanaged fee-for-service environment. Under managed care, the need for deductibles, limits or other demand-side cost-sharing mechanisms may have diminished and restructuring outdated designs could benefit both enrollees and employers.

Sturm studied costs, access and intensity under managed plans with unlimited mental health benefits and minimal copayments, compared the results to assumptions used in policy debates and simulated the consequences of removing coverage limits for mental health care as required by the Parity Act. The study based on actual new data (including increased access: 7% of enrollees) found that assumptions used in the policy debate at that time overstated actual managed care costs by a factor of 4–8 and that removing an annual limit of $25 000 for mental health and substance abuse care only increased insurance payments by about $1 per enrollee per year.

Goldman et al. tracked access, utilization, and costs for mental health care for one large employer when behavioral health benefits were expanded and switched to managed care for all employees. Prior to the carve-out for all employees, mental health care costs increased at about 20% annually; immediately after the switch, costs dropped by 40%; in the five follow-up years, costs remained stable. This cost reduction was not due to decreased access to mental health specialty care as the proportion of individuals using any mental health care actually increased following the switch and stayed higher. Instead the cost reduction was due to (i) reduced probability of an inpatient admission, (ii) reduced length of stay for inpatient and outpatient episodes and (iii) substantially lower costs per unit of service.

Finally, we provided a case study of the State of Ohio’s experience with adopting full parity for mental health and substance abuse care for all its employees under managed care 16 from 1989 to 1997. The simultaneous introduction of parity level benefits and managed care led to an increased proportion of members receiving mental health specialty care, a shift from inpatient to outpatient care, and declining costs over 7 years. The experience of the state of Ohio demonstrates that parity level benefits for mental health care are affordable under managed care.

Conclusions

This paper illustrates the potential of analyzing managed care databases by academic mental health services researchers. The introduction of the latest wave of parity legislation in the Congress and state legislatures reminds us that the research efforts we have described not only had substantial payoff, but remain pertinent and germane to that policy area. Such collaborations may become even more important as we take on the next challenges, such as universal access to care and the linkages between the quality and cost-effectiveness of care. We believe that these challenges can only be met successfully if we build alliances among the payors, managed care companies and academic research communities.
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